ANBOINI SYSTEM
Smart Lingual Orthodontic Solutions

Anboini Lingual Bracket
Multi-slotted Lingual Bracket and Lingual Straight Wire

ANBOINI IS THE ONLY SYSTEM IN THE WORLD THAT COMBINES

Completely Customized Multi-slotted Lingual Bracket
Comprehensive Line of Preformed Lingual Straight Archwires
Individual Transfer Tray

Helps you achieve board-standard finishes with multi-slotted lingual bracket
Makes treatment easier with preformed lingual straight wire

www.anboini.com
Multi-Slotted Lingual Bracket

Anboini is a multi-slotted lingual bracket system that offers exceptional control in all three dimensions, which helps us achieve board-standard finishes.

For best result, effective control of tooth movements such as angulation, rotation, and torque is important in orthodontics. Therefore, Anboini bracket has three different types of slot: horizontal slot for main archwire, vertical slot for rotation control, and accessory slot for angulation control. In addition, tandem archwire technique can be used for anterior torque control during retraction.
Preformed Lingual Straight Archwire

Anboini is the only lingual system that provides a series of preformed straight archwires which help us make the treatment more convenient.

Using upper 147 and lower 71 individual clinical lingual archwires from ideal setup models, 3 groups of the lingual straight archwire form were clustered. Therefore, 3 types (small, medium, and large) of the lingual straight archwire form are prepared, and one of them is used for maxilla and/or mandible.
Individual Transfer Tray

The Anboini transfer tray is individual, which consists of bracket index resin (BIR) and tooth index resin (TIR) although group transfer tray for groups of adjacent teeth is used for indirect bonding in other competitor systems. Because individual transfer tray is made directly from the setup model, the brackets are precisely and efficiently delivered to the patient’s mouth.


The advantages of using individual transfer trays over group transfer trays include:

- **Accuracy** - Precise indirect bonding
- **Reproducibility** - Easy and precise Rebonding
- **Visibility** - Easy verification of goodness of fit
- **Accessibility** - Easy access for curing light and removing excess bonding resin
Process A to Z

The following outlines how to start a case with the Anboini system.

We can offer well-priced Anboini system (customized lingual bracket, preformed straight archwire, and individual transfer tray), which will be arrived 3~4 weeks after we receive your order.

Please visit www.anboini.com for submitting your case.

“You can enjoy the lingual orthodontic treatment with Anboini system.”

1. Order
2. Impression/model checking
3. Setup making
4. Setup review
5. Bracket customization
6. Preformed straight archwire setting
7. Individual transfer tray fabrication
8. Shipping
CASE

Extraction Case

Non-extraction Case

BEFORE TREATMENT

BEFORE TREATMENT

AFTER TREATMENT

AFTER TREATMENT
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